CUPRA Ateca2020

CUPRA’s new recipe for its high-performance SUV

> More purposeful and confident look thanks to its updated exterior design and its upgraded interior design
> New 9.2” infotainment system with capacitive screen takes connectivity to the next level with access to content whether on a smart device or online and accessed via the car
> New safety and convenience systems make the CUPRA Ateca even more assured
> Performance and dynamism are guaranteed with the combination of 2.0 litre TSI engine with 300PS, seven-speed DSG, 4Drive and DCC dynamic chassis technologies
> Thanks to its low weight, high output engine and the launch control, the SUV can reach 100km/h in just 4.9s
> New CUPRA steering wheel with the engine start and CUPRA mode select button with larger shift paddles and new bucket seats will make driver feel more connected to the vehicle.

Martorell, 20-07-2020. – The new CUPRA Ateca 2020 aims to deliver the ultimate dynamic performance and maintain the brand’s spirit but brings additional levels of desirability to help it meet the requirements of an ever more demanding market.
The CUPRA Ateca was the first vehicle to be launched under the stand-alone high-performance brand and offered a unique proposition in the market, bringing the highest performance of any SUV outside of the premium manufacturers. The CUPRA Ateca is a vehicle that offers a mixture of precision, sportiness, practicality and alluring design. And now those characteristics have been enhanced to make it an even greater proposition.

“The CUPRA Ateca marked the brand’s entry into a new segment, becoming a great success along the way, selling over 15,000 units since its launch at the end of 2018, and allowing CUPRA to grow its position in the Ateca family – representing 15% of the mix,” said CUPRA CEO Wayne Griffiths. “The high-performance SUV was the key driver in CUPRA achieving a 72% growth year on year, powered by mature markets such as Germany, France and Switzerland as well as pushing the model further afield in Mexico at the end of last year.”

The new CUPRA Ateca is designed and developed in Barcelona, at the brand’s facilities and will be produced in Kvasiny, (Czech Republic). It will enter the market from September 2020.
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Introduction
The new CUPRA Ateca2020 is developed to offer the highest performance in the compact SUV segment outside of the premium manufacturers, building on the foundations built by the first vehicle when it entered the market.

A swathe of new additions and improvements will undoubtedly grow its appeal, giving customers the option to get behind the wheel of a vehicle that offers the practicality of an SUV with the driveability and handling of a traditional high-performance car; the perfect lifestyle fit, but without compromise.

Key to the CUPRA Ateca’s offering is the highest levels of standard equipment including bucket seats, 19” CUPRA alloy wheels, DCC suspension and progressive steering.

And with a diverse list of options, from the new range of alloy wheels, colours, interior options, the new CUPRA steering wheel with the engine start and CUPRA mode select button, the Brembo brakes and the Akrapovič exhaust system, there are numerous ways that customers can specify the CUPRA Ateca to best match their style.

But the new CUPRA Ateca doesn’t forget its roots. The new CUPRA Ateca's performance and dynamics are embedded in the 2.0 litre TSI 300PS engine linked to the seven-speed DSG dual-clutch transmission, that provide enough vigour and energy for any enthusiast, but is equally capable of delivering a more refined, elegant ride when needed.

Its double personality is aided by the 4Drive all-wheel drive system and DCC dynamic chassis system, allowing customers to tune the vehicle’s drive to their needs. So, no matter what your needs, the new CUPRA Ateca delivers.
Today’s world isn’t just about delivering performance on the road, there are other aspects that need to be met. The new CUPRA Ateca 2020 is setting new standards in safety, integrating some of the most advanced driver assistance systems to keep occupants away from accidents whether they’re on the highway, in the city or simple moving away from a parking space.

And as the world becomes increasingly digitalised, the CUPRA Ateca provides a level of connectivity that will help customers stay in the loop no matter where their journey takes them, with access to both your smart device in the vehicle cabin, and vehicle specific online services. It’s the intersection between the road and connectivity.

The new CUPRA Ateca takes over in disrupting the industry, taking the definition of the high-performance compact SUV to the next level, a vehicle for the enthusiast and the everyday, with CUPRA values at its core.
Powertrain and chassis
Every CUPRA will be judged on the engine that propels it, and the refreshed Ateca maintains its performance levels with the incredibly powerful 2.0 litre TSI engine. The 1,984cc direct-injection, turbocharged unit has a bore and stroke of 82.5mm and 92.8mm respectively and a compression ratio of 9.3:1, helping to produce 300PS (221kW) of power. Add to this a huge 400 Nm of torque available at a wide range of 2,000-5,200rpm and the CUPRA Ateca 2020 can reach a top speed of 247km/h.

Thanks to its low weight and high output engine, the SUV can reach 100km/h in just 4.9s.

That rapid acceleration figure is helped by the seven-speed DSG dual-clutch transmission, engineered to offer a sporty feel with faster, smoother and more precise changes. The new CUPRA Ateca 2020 also features a launch control function for even greater acceleration from a standing start.

The performance delivered by the engine is matched by the Brembo brakes and the unbelievable acoustics of the Akrapovič exhaust system, which provides an even more unique sound experience to the drive.

"With the CUPRA Ateca we made a clear statement in the high-performance SUV segment and with the new version we underline and strengthen its position," said Dr. Werner Tietz, Executive Vice-President for Research and Development at SEAT. "The combination of a staggeringly adaptable powertrain, 4Drive all-wheel drive technology, quick shifting DSG and intuitive steering set the CUPRA Ateca apart from the competition."

The 4Drive all-wheel drive system is the latest generation of the electro-hydraulic multi-disc traction system and allows the vehicle to deliver power to the wheels in a controlled manner. The system constantly monitors and analyses
conditions helping maximise traction and performance, making the above acceleration time possible.

The system is located on the rear axle, it sits at the end of the drive shaft, just in front of the rear differential. This provides two benefits: the first is improved weight distribution; the second is a reduction in inertia and system reaction time since the cardan shaft is always connected to the engine.

The multi-disk wet clutch has some stand-out features. The metal friction rings are placed in pairs one in front of the other: one ring of each pair is permanently connected to the drive shaft that turns with the gearbox; The other ring turns with the drive shaft joined to the rear axle’s differential. A hydraulic actuation piston compresses the multi-disk packet to reach the required oil pressure, depending on the parameters indicated by the electronic system.

The inclusion of the 4Drive all-wheel drive technology means the new CUPRA Ateca can react to scenarios with even more assurance.

Perhaps the most important element to the CUPRA Ateca’s driveability is the relationship between the powertrain and chassis that gives it the distinctive dynamic performance expected by customers. And the high-performance SUV’s chassis and steering is tuned to offer the most precise, involved and distinctive ride possible.

The new CUPRA Ateca mixes MacPherson struts at the front with a multilink setup at the rear. Spring and dampers settings have been adjusted specifically to give the high-performance SUV the most involving ride while helping to isolate occupants from any abnormalities in the road surface.

The progressive steering system gives the vehicle maximum agility connecting the driver to the vehicle with optimised feedback through the steering wheel. The CUPRA Ateca reacts to changes in driving style and the road thanks to its Adaptive Chassis Control (DCC) system.
The technology continuously reacts to the road surface and driving situation while also pulling data from different aspects of the vehicle including steering, braking and acceleration manoeuvres. Damping, for example, is calculated for each wheel and adjusted at the four shock absorbers within fractions of a second. The DCC system has been developed to provide the highest level of driving comfort and ideal driving dynamics, improving driver engagement, and allowing them to make the most of the driving conditions no matter what they are.

Six different driver profiles allow the SUV to be tuned to the specific nature of the journey or the person behind the steering wheel. Choose from Normal, Sport, CUPRA, Individual, Snow or off-road to change the vehicle’s character, from daily drive to performance-focused, giving the refreshed CUPRA Ateca a breadth of abilities that few other SUVs can offer.

The CUPRA Ateca’s dimensions also play their part in the vehicle’s ability, providing the basis for an assured drive. The high-performance SUV is 4,386mm (+10mm compared to the previous generation, due to the new bumpers design) long – with a wheelbase of 2,630mm, is 1,599mm tall (-2mm) and 1,841mm wide. Front and rear track is 1,575mm and 1,549mm respectively.

While the chassis provides huge assurance, the option of Brembo brakes means that dynamics are as intuitive when entering a corner as when exiting, and stopping performance is as good as acceleration.

The perforated and ventilated 340mm discs (370mm in the case of Brembo brakes) are matched to four piston copper calipers, giving the assurance that every performance vehicle requires, and are matched with 310mm discs at the rear.

**Exterior Design**
The CUPRA has always offered a striking exterior look, one that instantly marks it as a high-performance vehicle and the new SUV updates the design language to amplify its bold look.
The front includes a new bumper design as well as new FULL LED headlights. The upper honeycomb grille has the CUPRA logo at its very centre with a dark aluminium finish to the frame. The lower grille features a dark aluminium diffuser, while the front grille with foglamps either side, matches the finish to help set the face of the high-performance SUV.

Side mouldings are finished in dark aluminium glossy, as are the roof rails, a look that includes the door mirrors also in dark aluminium glossy, which house the welcome lights that shine the CUPRA logo on the floor. The side profile is enhanced further by the standard 19” machined alloy wheels, but new options mean customers can personalise the style of their vehicle.

A machined aero alloy design which includes either copper or silver inserts brings a new look, while a newly designed machined Sport Black and Copper option is also available. In total, six different design of alloy wheels are available in 19” and house either the standard CUPRA black brake calipers or the optional 18” Brembo performance brakes in copper.

At the rear of the new CUPRA Ateca are full-LED with dynamic indicators, providing a clear view to other drivers of where you’re intending to drive and adding to the elegance of the rear design. Quad exhausts add the defining look to the rear design, reinforcing the CUPRA Ateca’s position as a performance vehicle.

With any vehicle the ultimate part of tuning it to your personality is choosing the exterior colour, and the new CUPRA Ateca has a range of options that should meet customers’ needs.

The CUPRA Ateca can be finished in 6 exterior paints, with each colour adding to the dynamic appearance of the vehicle, adding a new dimension to the exterior design and the high-performance look.
Interior Design
As you reach to open the door the CUPRA welcome light projects down on the floor to set the tone for what to expect, reinforced by the illuminated door step with CUPRA lettering.

Once inside, among the first things that customers will notice it the increased design quality and the way the cabin communicates the character of the car, incorporating a sophisticated, sporty design but one that includes a feeling of comfort.

As the driver nestles into the now standard bucket seat, takes hold of the new CUPRA steering wheel, which houses the engine start and CUPRA mode select button, rests their feet on the aluminium pedals and sees the Digital Cockpit, it becomes instantly clear that the new CUPRA Ateca is even more focused on the art of driving, and that this isn’t the typical SUV.

The CUPRA steering wheel, a nod to the TCR Racing bloodline, will make drivers feel more connected to the vehicle, with its tactile, solid feel. Larger shift paddles make changing gear simpler and more natural, and the multifunction buttons add to the hi-tech feel.

The CUPRA button gives access to the different drive modes: a short press scrolls through Normal, Sport, CUPRA and individual, while long press takes you directly to CUPRA mode.

Throughout the interior copper and dark aluminium details bring a subtle sense of performance; highlights include the air outlets, radio and Climazone all benefitting from dark aluminium brilliant frames and the four illuminated type C USB ports – two in the front and two in the rear.

The interior ambience is further defined by the seating option customers chose. Two ambients are available; the first is the standard one, which includes Dinamica bucket seats with PVC lateral supports, dashboard and central console moulding
in dark aluminium, PVC door panels with IMD technology (In Mould Decoration) and with copper stitching.

There is also a Genuine CUPRA option which includes leather bucket seats in Petrol Blue, which can be electrically adjusted with memory functions (for the driver’s seat), matching with leather door panels.

Interior dimensions provide the feeling of roominess, and practicality is reinforced by the 485-litre boot capacity.

Connectivity
The world is changing, we’re more connected, reliant on a more digitalised experience than ever before and to take this digital world with us into our vehicles, which is why the new version of the high-performance compact SUV takes connectivity to another level.

At its centre is the Digital Cockpit, which brings together a high-resolution 10.25” user definable instrument cluster and infotainment system. The pixel-dense digital instrumentation provides greater functionality, allowing drivers to view everything from classic information found on analogue dials, such as speedometer and tachometer, to full-colour maps and navigation. An exclusive sporty display developed for CUPRA models allows to see the RPM and speed clearer and to have a more emotional display.

The instrument cluster is linked to a large 9.2” Infotainment System that offers navigation and natural voice control to simplify user interaction. And for simplicity the new CUPRA Ateca also includes illuminated Type C USB connectors making it easier to plug in, connect and charge without any hassle.

Voice recognition is perhaps one of the easiest and most natural ways to interact with devices, especially as we have become so used to home assistants from the consumer electronics world.
Voice recognition enables a natural understanding of language in order to allow the user to interact with the infotainment system using natural commands, making corrections and referencing previous commands. So, whether you need to find navigation information or search for music, it’s quicker and easier, and the system uses a simple wake-up phrase “Hola Hola” to get things started.

And with the Full Link system, customers will also be able to access their digital lives wirelessly, no matter what device they use; Apple CarPlay or Android Auto (using a wireless connection based on Bluetooth or WLAN).

The Full Link system is the gateway to connectivity, allowing users to connect their mobile devices to the vehicle’s infotainment system, and bring their digital eco-system into the cabin. So, whether you want to bring your contact list into the vehicle, the music that’s part of your journey or mapping systems, they’re all available, accessed in a controlled, intuitive, safe manner that won’t distract drivers from the road, using either the infotainment system or the integrated steering wheel controls.

The Online Connectivity Unit with embedded SIM means that you’ll never lose your connection to the digital world, and in future developments the system will allow users to access the latest infotainment apps which can be updated at any time. That means the number of in-car and online services will grow through the life of the vehicle as the digital eco-system expands.

Built-in eSIM also means that the eCall service is available, which directly contacts emergency services should an incident occur, adding yet another level of safety to the vehicle. It’s not only the possibility to make an emergency call (manual or automatic) but also that important data from the vehicle will be sent directly to the emergency services such as car position, engine type, vehicle colour or number of passengers, making it easier for them to assist.
In addition, the online connectivity via the embedded eSIM allows some infotainment functions to use real-time cloud information, adding an additional dimension to the traditional navigation system. For example, online traffic information, parking and petrol station position and the opening times and current prices.

The Connect app opens a new world of possibilities. The app can be downloaded to your smart device, giving remote control over a plethora of functions that will help maximise the driver enjoyment and help improve safety too.

Users can remotely access their vehicle’s data: driving information, parking position, vehicle status, including doors and lights, set up speed alerts so you can be warned if someone using your vehicle is driving too quickly, area and anti-theft alerts, open and close doors with the remote lock and unlock service, or remotely activate the horn and turn the signals on to find the car more easily.

Safety
The new CUPRA Ateca 2020 may be a high-performance icon in the compact SUV segment, but it’s also arguably one of the safest vehicle in its segment too, offering a range of new advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) that few competitors do. It’s been developed to see more of its surroundings, able to react to obstacles on the road, and because of these technologies can sense its environment, offering optimised protection no matter what scenario occurs.

Systems including Pre-Crash Assist, Predictive Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Travel Assist, Emergency Assist and Side and Exit Assist, work together to protect the vehicle and its occupants.

Pre-Crash Assist is a system designed to prepare the vehicle and occupants should the worst happen and there’s a potential collision. The onboard systems work together; front seatbelts are pretensioned, windows and sunroofs are closed and warning lights are activated in order to mitigate the consequences of an accident.
Predictive adaptive cruise control (ACC) can position the high-performance compact SUV using GPS data delivered from the navigation system, allowing it to correct its speed depending on the road layout ahead – bends, roundabouts, junctions, speed limits and built-up areas. And using input from the front mounted camera and traffic sign recognition, it can adjust vehicle speed when limits change.

The semi-automatic driving functionality continues with the introduction of the Travel Assist technology. By simply pressing one button on the steering wheel, the advanced system uses information from the ACC and Lane Assist to actively keep the vehicle in the centre of the lane and adjust speed to the flow of the traffic – providing assisted driving at speeds of up to 210km/h.

To maintain safety and to meet legal requirements the driver must maintain constant monitoring of the system and their surroundings, keeping at least one hand on the steering wheel. If the vehicle detects that the driver has left the steering for more than 15 seconds, they will receive audible and visual warnings, and a braking jolt can be given. If the driver continues to fail to respond the Emergency Assist system can bring the Ateca to a complete stop.

An added dimension to the new CUPRA Ateca is the Exit Assist. When parking out, the vehicle will give an audible and visual warning if traffic is coming – this can be other vehicles if on the road side, or cyclists or pedestrians if on the kerb side – and if necessary initiating automatic braking.

The new CUPRA Ateca will also feature Side Assist which can detect vehicles up to 70m, with indications through a led in the mirror.

For those people who like to tow, the new CUPRA Ateca also offers Trailer Assist technology as well. The system supports the driver when reversing or parking with a trailer, the reversing camera image is used to help guide the vehicle and trailer to the exact position needed.
It’s simple to use; the driver need only select reverse gear, press the parking aid button and use the mirror adjustment switch to set the direction you wish the trailer to be steered, then simply take control of acceleration and braking and the system will do the rest.

But the new CUPRA Ateca’s onboard systems aren’t purely about safety, technologies also help make the high-performance compact SUV more convenient, comfortable and ride better. Thanks to the selectable driver profiles – Normal, Sport, CUPRA, Individual, and the 4Drive-specific modes - Offroad and Snow – the vehicle’s ride and handling can change depending on the conditions and the driver’s requirements, making the vehicle more comfortable.

Technical data – CUPRA Ateca

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>2.0 TSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CUPRA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder/Valves</td>
<td>4-cyl - 16v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>1,984cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore and stroke</td>
<td>82.5 x 92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>9.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Power</td>
<td>300PS (221kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Torque</td>
<td>400Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>Seven-speed DSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 100 km/h</td>
<td>4.9 secs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>247km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>4,386mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>1,599mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>1,841mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front suspension</td>
<td>Independent type McPherson - coil springs - hydraulic shock absorber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear suspension</td>
<td>Multilink axle, coil springs and hydraulic shock absorber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front breaks</td>
<td>340 x 30 // Brembo: 370 x 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear Breaks</td>
<td>310 x 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rims</td>
<td>8J x 19 ET45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyres</td>
<td>245/40 R19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CUPRA is a brand from the SEAT Group, based on the contemporary design and sporty performance of its electrified models. Since its launch as an independent brand in 2018, sales have shot up and CUPRA closed 2019 with a growth of 72% over the previous year with nearly 25,000 units sold. In 2020, the CUPRA Leon and the CUPRA Formentor, the first model designed specifically for the brand, will hit the market. CUPRA has nearly 250 specialized points of sale throughout the world.
Coinciding with its second anniversary, CUPRA has inaugurated its new headquarters in Martorell (Barcelona), the CUPRA Garage, a 2,400 square meter building located next to SEAT’s corporate headquarters. CUPRA also has a racing car workshop, the CUPRA Racing Factory, where it developed the first 100% electric touring racing car, the CUPRA e-Racer.

In addition to becoming F.C. Barcelona’s exclusive automotive and mobility partner, CUPRA has formed an elite team of ambassadors, including the German goalkeeper Marc ter Stegen or the Swedish pilot Mattias Ekström, among others.
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